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NEXT WALK – SUNDAY 7th April 2019

Catlaw 671m
Distance 15km, ascent 553 metres, duration 5 hrs
OS Maps 44 & 53
A circular route from the car parking area near Balintore (approximately 1hr 20mins drive from
Peterculter/Banchory), specifically NO 258592 at the entrance to the track which goes up to
Westerton Farm. Setting off NW on the valley track up Glen Quharity, passing Longdrum Farm.
At NO 287623, turning right onto a path leading over the Clinking Cauldron to Tarapetmile
(517m). Heading back south on an easy off-path through short heather to the Hill of Glendye
(501m), then back onto tracks for Cormaud 507m and finally Catlaw summit (671m). We then
retrace our steps for 1km to return via the tops of Bodantere Hill (538m) and Hill of Stanks
(484m). From there by path down to the cars (with possible detour over Tombay (377m).
Refreshments at the coffee shop at Peel Farm (closes at 4pm), near Loch of Lintrathen,15
minutes drive south from the parking at Balintore.

Departure from Peterculter Heritage Centre 8.30am and return around 6pm
Contact John Fowler (Tel 0124 742278, Mob 07989 413116)
Closing date Wednesday 3rd April.

NEXT SUNDAY SAUNTER – 7th APRIL, 2019. CIRCULAR DINNET TO GLEN TANAR
Distance 5 miles, ascent 266 metres, OS map 37
We cross the Dinnet bridge and take the path opposite through forest until we reach a track
which takes us up and over the ridge to drop down to the Visitor Centre at Glen Tanar. We
walk up the Glen on the road until we reach a path which ultimately takes us up to that ridge
again having crossed a large field. We then descend through woodland to Newton and
Netherton and back to the Dinnet bridge. This is a leisurely stroll through delightful scenery,
all members welcome.
Departure from Peterculter Heritage Centre 9.15am, return around 3pm
Contact Della Russell (tel. 01330 820376)
Closing date as above.
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Proposed route for Sunday 7th April 2019

